24/01/17
LLR – Lala Lajpat Rai Hostel
Mess –
 The whole floor and wall of the mess is horribly dirty
 Utensil keeping area needs renovation
 There is not 24 hours running water supply for cleaning utensils. They are being washed in static
water which is again very unhygienic.
 Vegetable and salad cutting area is dirty and this floor also needs renovation
 Drainage system and floor leveling is very bad
 Aquaguard taps are very dirty
 Dosa maker tawa is rusted and needs to be replaced immediately
 Bain Marie in the mess is needed
 Chimney in the kitchen is needed
 Steel rack is needed to keep the washed utensils
 Fly catchers are needed inside the dinning hall
 Buying a salad cutting machine can be taken into consideration
Civil Work –
 The whole hall is in a very precarious condition and needs complete renovation and face
lifting
 All drains needed to be covered otherwise they are very smelly and attracting flies and
mosquitoes
 Entrance needs complete renovation
 The entrance floor is very uneven and it creates water logging
 Cow catcher is not needed and it should be removed
 The gap between the metal rods covering the top of the drain is so wide that it is causing the
cycles trapped between the hole
 Cycle stand door needs to be widened
 The canteen near the reception area needs to be removed outside so that it can be turned into a
proper reception area
 The open space behind the hall needs to be leveled and cemented, so that water logging can be
prevented. The whole area is so mismanaged that it is being used as a dumping ground
 Beer bottles are lying in this area
 Window seals are being used as dumping spaces At many places roof plasters are falling apart
 All the bathroom walls and floors are soaking and water logging
 Store room wall has a huge horizontal crack which can be fall down any day
 The room beside the warden’s office is in very bad shape. The roof of this room is almost in the
process of falling down and beams have been put there to support the roof. It is in very very bad
condition and needs urgent renovation

 This hall will celebrate their 50th year of establishment in March, 2017. So the maintenance and
renovation work should be completed before that.

M.S. Hall – Meghnad Saha
This hall and the surrounding area is very clean
Mess –
















Drains inside the mess needs to be cleaned and covered
All the drains flowing outside carrying the dirty water of the kitchen needs to be covered
Utensils are being cleaned in static water
Dal crusher is very dirty and needs to be cleaned periodically
Dosa tawa is in very bad shape and needs to be replaced
Fly catchers are needed inside the dinning hall
Bain Marie in the mess is needed
Chimney in the kitchen is needed
Steel rack is needed to keep the washed utensils
Bathroom floors are not leveled properly, which is causing water logging
Students have requested for hand spray inside the toilet (This can be added in all the halls for
the sake of hygiene)
The main drain outside the hall building should be covered, it is stinking badly
Electrical – lights needed near the cycle stand.
The road leading to the cycle stand is not leveled which causing water logging during monsoon
Entrance roof joints should be permanently repaired otherwise during the monsoon it is leaking
and causing the stairs very slippery.
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